We have inspected all supernova discoveries reported during 2010, a total of 538 events. This number includes a small number of "supernova impostors" (bright extragalactic eruptions) but not novae or events that turned out to be Galactic stars. We examine the statistics of all discovered objects, as well as those of the subset of spectroscopically-confirmed events. This year shows the rise of wide-field non-targeted supernova surveys to prominence, with the largest numbers of events contributed by the CRTS and PTF surveys (189 and 88 events respectively), followed by the integrated contribution of numerous amateurs (82 events). Among spectroscopically-confirmed events the PTF (88 events) leads, before amateur discoveries (69 events), closely followed by the CRTS and PS1 surveys (67 and 63 events, respectively). Traditional galaxy-targeted surveys such as LOSS and CHASE, maintain a strong contribution (50 and 36 events, respectively) with high spectroscopic completeness (96% for LOSS). It is interesting to note that the community managed to provide substantial spectroscopic follow-up for relatively brighter amateur discoveries (< m >= 16.7), but did not provide significant help for slightly fainter (and much more numerous) events promptly released by the Catalina survey (< m >= 18). Inspecting discovery magnitude and redshift distributions we find that PS1 discoveries have similar properties (< m >= 21.7, < z >= 0.24) to events found in previous seasons by cosmologyoriented projects (e.g., SDSS-II), while PTF (< m >= 19.3, < z >= 0.086) and
CRTS (< m >= 18, < z >= 0.06) populate a the relatively unexplored phase space of faint SNe (> 19 mag) in nearby galaxies (mainly PTF), and events at 0.05 < z < 0.2 (CRTS and PTF).
Subject headings: supernovae: general
Data
We have used the yearly summary provided by D. Bishop via the "latest supernovae" webpage 1 to count the number of supernova discoveries during 2010. As this page indexes discoveries reported via different channels (IAUCs, CBETs, ATELs) and attempts to cross-link objects reported by different projects at different times, it seems optimal for this purpose 2 . We have included in our statistics all objects initially reported as supernovae (including "possible supernovae"). We have separately counted spectroscopically-confirmed events. We retained the few events that turned out to be "supernova impostors", i.e., eruptions of Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs; e.g., Van Dyk 2005 , Smith et al. 2010 or members of the class of Luminous Red Novae (LRN, Kulkarni et al. 2007 ; for example, PTF10fqs, Kasliwal et al. 2010 ), but eliminated two reported events that turned out to be Galactic stars. We did not include Galactic or extragalatic novae. Objects reported independently by two projects were counted twice (so the total discovery number is slightly less than the sum of listed discovery numbers by project).
We list in Table 1 below the number of SN discoveries broken by projects. We have grouped all discoveries reported by individuals into an "amateur" class, and all discoveries by projects with a a few SNe each into one "other" class. These data were manually harvested from the webpage (accessed on Dec. 31, 2010) and may contain errors either inherent to the webpage or introduced by us (if so, we apologize). If such exist we estimate they are negligible, and the trends seen in this summary should not be affected.
Discussion
We scanned publically-accessible sources and have attempted to extract for as many SN as we could the redshift of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe, and their discovery magnitudes.
Project
Total Lipunov et al. 2010 ).
The data were available for the majority of events. We calculated the mean values and present them in Table 1 . In the few cases where some data were missing (mostly redshifts) we calculated the means without these data; the incompleteness appears unlikely to change the reported numbers significantly. We did not calculate mean values for the "other" category, as these SNe were discovered by very different means and projects.
Inspecting Table 1 , we note the following trends.
The most prolific source of SNe in 2010 was the CRTS survey. However, only ∼ 30% of the SNe discovered by this survey have been spectroscopically confirmed, mostly by observers that appear to be affiliated with the survey. It is interesting to note that the larger SN community managed to provide substantial spectroscopic follow-up for relatively brighter amateur discoveries (< m >= 16.7), but did not provide significant help for slightly fainter (and much more numerous) events promptly released by the Catalina survey (< m >= 18). One can speculate that the amount of large telescope time set aside specifically for spectroscopic follow-up of SNe of unspecified origins ("public events"), in addition to flexible spectroscopic resources (nights during which observers can "squeeze in" recently discovered SNe) are saturated by the discovery stream from CRTS. In contrast, the LOSS survey that led this field in the previous decade ) and which discovers SNe of similar or fainter magnitudes to those discovered by the CRTS, enjoyed high spectroscopic completeness (96%), probably due to its dedicated long-standing follow-up program. The southern CHASE project typically discovered brighter events (< m >= 16.6) and had a comparable spectroscopic completeness (∼ 85%) to that achieved for amateur discoveries (which also have similar magnitudes). Since PTF and PS1 only report spectroscopicallyconfirmed events, their spectroscopic completeness cannot be determined.
Inspecting the discovery magnitude and redshift distributions we find that PS1 discoveries have similar properties (< m >= 21.7, < z >= 0.24) to events found in previous seasons by cosmology-oriented projects such as the SDSS-II supernova search (Frieman et al. 2008; Sako et al. 2008) and to a lesser degree also ESSENCE (Miknaitis et al. 2007 ) and SNLS (Astier et al. 2006) 3 . The two other new untargeted surveys, PTF (< m >= 19.3, < z >= 0.086) and CRTS (< m >= 18, < z >= 0.06) populate a relatively unexplored phase space. PTF is finding faint SNe (> 19 mag) in nearby galaxies, while both CRTS and PTF discover events in the redshift range 0.05 < z < 0.2, previously little explored as it lies beyond the reach of the nearby targeted surveys (LOSS and CHASE) and yet requires a wide survey to discover numerous events (c.f., narrow and deep cosmological surveys).
Summary
We enumerate the reported SN discoveries during 2010 and point out several statistical trends. The impact of the new generation of untargeted surveys have been substantial this year, with CRTS and PTF providing the largest number of the total and spectroscopicallyconfirmed events released to the community, respectively. The large number of CRTS SN candidates that have not been spectroscopically confirmed may indicate that the SN community cannot provide follow-up to the emerging large numbers of faint SNe. The new surveys are also providing access to new observational parameter space, including very faint events in nearby galaxies, and SNe in the relatively uncharted redshift range 0.05 < z < 0.2.
